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Abstract
To investigate the perential question of how to measure luck versus skill, we perform
a detailed simulation study of Texas Hold’em poker hands. We define luck and skill
as the player equity changes from dealing cards and from player betting decisions,
respectively. We find that a careful definition of player equity leads to measurements
of luck and skill which satisfy the statistical properties that we should expect them to.
We conclude that our definitions of luck versus skill appear to be valid and accurate
in the context of poker hands, and perhaps beyond to issues of luck and skill in other
aspects of modern society.
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Introduction

A deep and fundamental issue in our society is distinguishing the extent to which good
and bad outcomes and achievements are the result of luck versus skill. Roughly speaking, luck
refers to those influences which are beyond our control, i.e. which happen to us regardless
of our efforts to affect them. By contrast, skill refers to those influences which are the
direct result of our own conscious and deliberate actions as a result of our knowlege and
experience and abilities. But how can we distinguish between these two forces in practice?
If a computer programmer starts a dot-com company and gets rich, are the profits due to
their own entrepreneurial skills, or to the luck of the market? If a rock group reaches number
one on the charts, is that due to their musical talents, or to their good fortune is happening
to connect with fickle and ever-changing entertainment trends?
The question of luck versus skill has been considered in many different contexts [8, 9,
21, 14], including many specifically about the game of poker (in which, among other things,
distinguishing luck versus skill has implications for how profits are taxed) [6, 7, 19, 12, 11, 17].
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Despite these many studies, it seems fair to say that luck and skill remain difficult quantities
to measure or even to define.
In this paper, we investigate luck versus skill in Texas Hold’em poker games. We follow
the general approach of [17] (see also [16]) that luck is what arises through the deal of the
cards, while skill is what arises through players’ decisions to bet or raise or fold. Furthermore,
at any given stage of a poker hand, each player has an equity corresponding to their expected
net profit on the hand conditional on the current hand situation. Increases in equity due to
card deals count as luck, while increases in equity due to player decisions count as skill. (Of
course, precise definitions of equity are challenging, and are discussed below.) The question
then becomes, do these definitions give us a reasonable definition of luck versus skill, that
satisfies the appropriate statistical properties that we would expect them to?
The article [17] expressed concern that such definitions of luck and skill would suffer from
many drawbacks and limitations, including incorrect attributions of luck to skill, excessive
correlations between the measured luck and skill, and challenges of appropriately defining
a player’s equity in the middle of a hand. However, in this paper, we demonstrate through
extensive simulation studies that luck and skill can indeed be defined in ways which satisfy
the expected statistical properties and appear to be useful and valid definitions of widespread
appplicability.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides needed background in the game
of Texas Hold’em, Section 3 gives our precise definitions of how to measure luck and skill
in this game, Section 4 describes our simulation set-up, Section 5 gives the results of our
simulations, and Section 6 discusses the simulation results in detail. Section 7 closes with
some conclusions and comments, including the observation that similar definitions of luck
and skill may be applicable in far wider contexts in our society.
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Texas Hold’em

Texas Hold’em is an example of an imperfect information game, in which players do not
have knowledge of the entire game state and must conduct their actions through predictive
analysis. However, while the game is imperfect, it is also a complete information game,
so that all possible events in the game are known and can be planned for. Players have
the agency to make decisions that will affect the final outcome of the game, allowing for a
potential “skill” component, but do not have the ability to control the hidden information—
which can affect their chance of winning the game—that is revealed as the game progresses,
hence a “luck” component. For this paper, we will only be discussing the case of heads-up
play, in which only two players are involved.
The goal of a hand of Texas Hold’em is to have the strongest hand by combining the
player’s own hole cards with the 5 cards on the board (assuming no one folds). The player
with the winning hand claims all the chips in the pot (the total number of chips bet in the
hand). If a player folds, the remaining player in the game claims all the chips in the pot.
If the two players’ hands are equal in strength upon revealing them, the pot is split equally
between them. The game begins with the player in the small blind position putting in a
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number of chips into the pot (called the small blind ) and the player in the big blind puts
in a larger amount, usually double that of the small blind (called the big blind ). We will
not be investigating antes in this paper. The dealer deals 2 hole cards to each of the players
face down. The players can look at their own cards and take turns deciding whether to call
(match the largest bet in the round), raise (place a bet larger than the largest bet in the
round), fold (cede all the chips bet in the hand), or check (maintain the current bet amount,
if that amount is equal to the highest amount on the board) starting with the player in
the small blind. The players continue in sequence until all players have had at least one
opportunity to raise and each player has bet the same amount. This round of betting is
called the pre-flop. After the pre-flop, the dealer deals out 3 cards community cards face up.
This is called the flop. Another round of betting begins as players decide whether to call,
raise, fold or check. For this and the remaining rounds, the player in the big blind position
bets first. We can see that the small blind has the position advantage of going later in the
post-flop rounds. In each of the subsequent two rounds (called the river and the turn), the
dealer deals out another community card which is followed by another round of betting.
Thus, we can see the two main components to acquire chips: making smart bets that
either force the opposing player to fold or cause him to place bets on a weaker hand; and
having the cards dealt such that the player’s hand outperforms her opponent’s hand. It is
possible that a “bad” player makes “bad” move on a certain betting round but gets extremely
lucky on the community cards and wins the pot. Hence the importance of separating skill
and luck, to determine if the player is actually good or bad. The main difficulty in evaluating
skill lies in valuing an action by a player. Since the players don’t have perfect information,
it is difficult for them to have an “optimal” strategy. For this paper, we will rely on the
concepts of equity and expected profit in evaluating the players actions; these definitions will
be further explained in the next section. By simulating individual hands from head-to-head
matches of player routines from the R package ‘holdem’ [18], as well as strategies that we
have developed ourselves [2], the effectiveness of these definitions will be evaluated.
Analysis in poker games are also found in [8], [6], and [21]. Levitt et al. proposed a
data-driven approach [11, 12], while other approaches also include trying to estimate a Nash
Equilibrium for the game [10]. An interesting paper by Van Loon et al. also discusses the
game of online poker[19].
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Definitions of Luck and Skill

The definitions of luck and skill provided in [17] are dependent on the poker concepts
of equity and expected profit. Equity is the expected proportion of the pot a player earns
under the assumptions of no future betting and using only the knowledge of cards in the
players’ hand and revealed cards on the board. It is calculated by multiplying their win
probability with the size of the pot. The expected profit of the player is their equity in the
hand subtracted by the cost of their betting actions.
The definitions of luck and skill are thus:
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• Luck: the change in expected profit as cards are dealt in terms of chips.
• Skill: the change in expected profit during the betting rounds (i.e. as a result of betting
actions) in terms of chips.
Borm and Van der Genugten [9] provide some reasonable criteria for the ideas discerning a
game of luck from a game of skill, which we would like to verify with our definitions:
• The skill of a player should be measured as his average game result in the long run,
i.e., in terms of expected result.
• For a game of skill it is necessary that these expected results vary among players.
• The fact that there is a difference between players with respect to their expected
payoffs, does not immediately imply that the underlying game is a game of skill. For
a game of skill it is sufficient that the chance elements involved do not prohibit these
differences to be substantial.
Furthermore, the article [17] provides some possible concerns with the current definitions.
We seek to evaluate these limitations and determine if they are significant enough to indicate
alternative definitions should be considered.
• Situations can occur where a terrible player may gain expected profit during betting
rounds against a better player, and attributing such gains to skill may be objectionable.
• Luck and skill can be correlated in practice. This would suggest that the given definitions form a poor demarcation between the two ideas.
• In simple equity calculations the assumption of no future betting or folding can lead
to significant overestimates or underestimates of the equity gained/lost from winning/losing the hand.
The order of betting actions in a head-to-head match of Texas Hold’em is as follows: in
the pre-flop phase, the person to the left of the big blind will make their bet, i.e. the small
blind player. From the flop onwards, the big blind player will conduct their betting actions
first.
Luck and skill gains and losses are evaluated on a per round basis. Thus a player may
have individual rounds that result in skill losses as well as rounds that result in skill gains.
This similarly applies to gains and losses due to luck. As a result, there will be up to four
components of the gains/losses due to luck (the deal, the flop, the turn and the river), and
up to four components of the gains/losses due to skill (pre-flop betting, post-flop betting,
post-turn betting, and post-river betting). Furthermore, the sum of the skill and luck gains
of the winning player necessarily matches sum of the skill and luck losses of the other player
and will equal the change in chip count at the end of the hand.
In the case of pre-flop expected profit calculations, the skill and luck gains are less obvious
because the big blind and the small blind offer a different number of chips. In the case where
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the small blind folds without raising or calling in the pre-flop, which would be a case in which
the two players have not put in the same number of chips, the pre-flop equity is calculated
to be the expected profit under the assumption that either the big blind and small blind
both call, or the equity the small blind would have by folding, whichever is greater. For
example, consider a head-up game with small blind m and big blind 2m. Then the pre-flop
equity of the big blind would be 4mp − 2m. That is, the small blind calls the bet so the
pot is increased to 4m and the big blind’s equity would be the pot–4m–multiplied by his
win probability p, but 2m of the pot was added by the big blind and thus is subtracted
when calculating expected profit. Meanwhile, the pre-flop equity for the small blind would
be calculated by max{4mq − 2m, −m}, where q = 1 − p is the small blind’s probability of
winning the pot. The probability of ties are divided equally between the two players when
calculating p and q. This definition defines increases in the size of the pot relative to the big
blind, so that increasing the pot size by calling the blinds is not counted as skill.
A consequence of this clarification is that a player’s gains and losses due to luck and skill
will not necessarily match their opponents’ change in chips due to luck and skill. Consider a
case with blinds m/2m in which the big blind has a pre-flop win probability of p > 0.75. His
expected profit due to luck will be 4mp − 2m compared to the small blind’s expected profit
of −m, but 4mp − 2m > | − m|, so the big blind’s expected profit due to luck will be greater
than the luck-based expected loss of the small blind if the small blind folds immediately.
Furthermore, since the sum of the expected profits due to luck and skill equal the change
in chips, the “excess” luck profit gained by the big blind will be balanced out by a negative
expected profit due to skill, despite no action being taken by the big blind! As a result, over
the course of many hands, the big blind’s average expected profit due to skill will always
be slightly higher, and average expected profit due to luck slightly lower, than those of the
small blind. While this peculiarity is counterintuitive, its effect is minor enough to be nearly
negligible due to the rarity of the circumstances and the relatively small size of the pot in
such circumstances.
In any case, if the small blind does not immediately fold in the pre-flop, any future
betting actions that cause the opposing player to fold are considered entirely as gains from
skill since the win probability increases to 100% as a result of the winning player’s betting
action.
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Simulation Setup

To investigate luck versus skill in poker, we considered using date from actual championship poker matches (cf. [11]), but found this to be problematic due to constantly changing
circumstances in terms of chip counts, multiple players, etc. We also considered using data
from Artificial Intelligence poker systems [1, 13, 5, 15, 20, 4, 10], but found this difficult due
to such factors as widely varying abilities of the human opponents over small numbers of
hands in the available data trials.
So, instead, we ran our own simulation studies, using some of the poker-playing routines
in the R package ‘holdem’ [18] together with some additional poker-playing routines that we
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wrote ourselves to illustrate different phenomena. This had the advantage that we could run
simulated poker hands as often as desired, with complete control over the game conditions,
thus leading to more accurate and insightful results.
We simulated hands of Texas Hold’em using six unique player strategies meant to perform different archetypes and play styles with different degrees of success. The six player
algorithms include four newly-defined routines called GoodTight, GoodLoose, BadTight,
and BadLoose, as well as the routines Tommy and Zelda from the ‘holdem’ package; the
specifics of their strategies are described in Appendix A.
The conditions under which we conducted our simulations are as follows:
• The chips available to each player at each round will be 20, 000.
• The blinds will be 50/100.
• The chip counts will be reset after every match so that betting strategies remain
consistent.
In a head-to-head match, calculating
the exact win probability of the players hands

48
48!
= 1.71 million different combinations. In
would involve the calculation of 5 = 5!(48−5)!
this case, we instead use Monte Carlo simulations with a sample size of M = 2, 000 to
obtain an estimate of the win probability. After
the flop is revealed,
the number of possible


45
44
combinations for the turn and river are 2 = 990 and 1 = 44, respectively, so the win
probabilities for all possible combinations are computed exactly (as in e.g. [3]). Of course,
once the river is revealed, the win probability will be either 0, 1, or 21 in the case of a tie.
For each pair of strategies, we calculate the mean luck and skill gains or losses over 3000
simulated hands, with each player playing 1500 hands as big blind and 1500 hands as small
blind in each match up.
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Simulation Results

All the simulations are conducted with 3000 hands, where each hand uses 2000 Monte
Carlo iterations to calculate the approximate win probability in the pre-flop stage. We split
the results into two sections: one where four newly developed player strategies face off against
each other; and a section in which two players from the R package holdem play against the
new strategies.

New Players
The four newly developed player strategies are designed to emulate two distinct strategies,
either ”tight” or ”loose”, with either high or low competence. The strategy names are
GoodLoose, GoodTight, BadLoose, and BadTight. A detailed description of their design
can be seen in the Appendix. Table 1 describes the results of the 3000 hand simulations.
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Big Blind

Small Blind

GoodLoose

GoodTight

GoodTight

GoodLoose

GoodLoose

BadLoose

BadLoose

GoodLoose

GoodLoose

BadTight

BadTight

GoodLoose

BadLoose

BadTight

BadTight

BadLoose

BadLoose

GoodTight

GoodTight

BadLoose

GoodTight

BadTight

BadTight

GoodTight

Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)

Luck
BB
25.44
(169.76)
-96.62
(124.18)
-129.84
(181.02)
21.43
(148.55)
-20.03
(7.70)
-3.93
(3.19)
105.38
(76.15)
25.36
(77.27)
-103.77
(86.30)
78.20
(106.14)
9.44
(11.41)
-13.68
(5.57)

Profit
Skill
SB
BB
-25.08
23.96
(169.75) (177.94)
97.06
-520.18
(124.18) (193.33)
130.38
2115.71
(181.02) (258.42)
-21.02
394.91
(148.55) (133.94)
20.59
-371.77
(7.70)
(77.35)
4.46
-244.41
(3.20)
(66.24)
-104.92 -141.45
(76.15)
(43.70)
-25.00
-97.90
(77.26)
(50.07)
104.30
-240.76
(86.30) (101.42)
-77.66 -2454.07
(106.15) (231.55)
-8.82
-232.51
(11.41)
(80.92)
13.92
-241.52
(5.57)
(75.08)

Profit
Chips Change
SB
BB
SB
-24.33
49.40
-49.40
(177.94) (242.53) (242.53)
519.74
-616.80
616.80
(193.33) (237.81) (237.81)
-2116.25 1985.87 -1985.87
(258.44) (326.80) (326.80)
-395.31
416.33
-416.33
(133.93) (202.60) (202.60)
371.21
-391.80
391.80
(77.35)
(80.54)
(80.54)
243.88
-248.33
248.33
(66.24)
(67.76)
(67.76)
140.98
-36.07
36.07
(43.70)
(84.39)
(84.39)
97.53
-72.53
72.53
(50.05)
(88.60)
(88.60)
240.23
-344.53
344.53
(101.42) (134.81) (134.81)
2453.53 -2375.87 2375.87
(231.54) (267.55) (267.55)
231.88
-223.07
223.07
(80.92)
(82.06)
(82.06)
241.28
-255.2
255.2
(75.08)
(77.53)
(77.53)

Table 1: From 3000 simulated hands, average profit due to luck and skill in head-to-head
match-ups, with switching blinds, between four player strategies.
Table 2 extends these results by also including the resulting correlation between luck and
skill to examine the strength and direction of their relationship, as well as the ratio of the
average results in order to gauge the approximate magnitude of the effects luck and skill
have on overall results.
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Big Blind

Small Blind

Luck-Skill ρ

GoodLoose
GoodTight
GoodLoose
BadLoose
GoodLoose
BadTight
BadLoose
BadTight
BadLoose
GoodTight
GoodTight
BadTight

GoodTight
GoodLoose
BadLoose
GoodLoose
BadTight
GoodLoose
BadTight
BadLoose
GoodTight
BadLoose
BadTight
GoodTight

-0.027
0.078
0.077
0.026
0.372
0.457
-0.088
-0.081
0.025
0.136
0.030
0.411

Skill/Luck Ratio
BB
SB
0.942
0.970
5.384
5.355
-16.295 -16.231
18.432 18.806
18.557 18.027
62.259 54.712
-1.342
-1.344
-3.860
-3.901
2.320
2.303
-31.380 -31.593
-24.623 -26.301
17.654 17.331

Table 2: From Table 1 results, corresponding correlation (ρ) between luck and skill, as well
as the ratio of skill to luck average profits.

Tommy vs. New players
The strategy ”Tommy” is one of the built-in strategies available in the R holdem package.
Table 3 describes results of the 3000 hand simulations, while Table 4 examines the correlation
between luck and skill for each hand, as well as the ratio of the average luck and skill profits.
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Big Blind

Small Blind

Tommy

GoodLoose

GoodLoose

Tommy

Tommy

BadLoose

BadLoose

Tommy

Tommy

GoodTight

GoodTight

Tommy

Tommy

BadTight

BadTight

Tommy

Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)

Luck Profit
Skill Profit
Chips Change
BB
SB
BB
SB
BB
SB
-0.84
1.36
66.30
-66.83
65.47
-65.47
(1.89)
(1.90)
(2.02)
(2.00)
(1.94)
(1.94)
-12.78
13.28
40.81
-41.32
28.03
-28.03
(12.80) (12.79)
(1.21)
(1.19) (13.39) (13.39)
46.55
-46.14 -325.61 325.20 -279.07
279.07
(108.44) (108.44) (57.31) (57.37) (123.50) (123.50)
-6.98
7.50
-332.29 331.77 -339.27
339.27
(107.28) (107.28) (53.47) (53.47) (116.72) (116.72)
1.28
-0.75
38.62
-39.15
39.90
-39.90
(2.13)
(2.12)
(1.79)
(1.81)
(2.37)
(2.37)
-1.58
2.10
40.58
-41.10
39.00
-39.00
(0.84)
(0.81)
(1.09)
(1.07)
(1.01)
(1.01)
12.31
-11.87
14.83
-15.26
27.13
-27.13
(7.80)
(7.80)
(11.48) (11.48) (19.02) (19.02)
20.43
-19.85
47.21
-47.78
67.63
-67.63
(24.05) (24.04)
(8.19)
(8.20) (26.66) (26.66)

Table 3: From 3000 simulated hands, average profit due to luck and skill in head-to-head
match-ups, with switching blinds, between ”Tommy” strategy and four new player
strategies.

Big Blind

Small Blind

Tommy
GoodLoose
Tommy
BadLoose
Tommy
GoodTight
Tommy
BadTight

GoodLoose
Tommy
BadLoose
Tommy
GoodTight
Tommy
BadTight
Tommy

Skill &
BB
-0.509
0.462
0.016
-0.065
-0.278
-0.461
0.944
0.165

Luck ρ
SB
-0.509
0.462
0.016
-0.065
-0.278
-0.461
0.944
0.165

Skill/Luck Ratio
BB
SB
-79.285 -48.977
-3.11
-3.193
-6.996
-7.049
44.239 47.602
30.113 51.871
-19.577 -25.732
1.205
1.286
2.406
2.311

Table 4: From Table 3 results, corresponding correlation between luck and skill as well as
skill to luck ratio of average profits.

Zelda vs. New players
The strategy ”Zelda” is one of the built-in strategies available in the R holdem package.
Table 5 describes results of the 3000 hand simulations, while Table 6 examines the correlation
between luck and skill for each hand, as well as the ratio of the average luck and skill profits.
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Big Blind

Small Blind

Zelda

GoodLoose

GoodLoose

Zelda

Zelda

BadLoose

BadLoose

Zelda

Zelda

GoodTight

GoodTight

Zelda

Zelda

BadTight

BadTight

Zelda

Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)
Mean
(SE)

Luck
BB
-37.98
(58.46)
5.93
(36.78)
14.99
(76.94)
116.63
(83.21)
22.98
(40.95)
-22.02
(23.81)
1.83
(5.28)
-0.70
(1.08)

Profit
Skill Profit
SB
BB
SB
38.35
-911.05
910.68
(58.46) (112.54) (112.54)
-5.56
-111.05
110.69
(36.78) (41.28) (41.28)
-14.52 -514.76
514.28
(76.94) (92.12) (92.16)
-116.22 -556.47
556.06
(83.22) (89.53) (89.53)
-22.45 -657.80
657.28
(40.95) (109.32) (109.32)
22.52
-3.22
2.71
(23.81) (31.13) (31.13)
-1.49
-51.50
51.06
(5.28)
(48.46) (48.46)
1.06
22.20
-22.56
(1.07)
(23.02) (23.02)

Chips Change
BB
SB
-949.03
949.03
(129.14) (129.14)
-105.13
105.13
(51.72) (51.72)
-499.76
499.76
(121.08) (121.08)
-439.84
439.84
(115.99) (115.99)
-634.82
634.82
(123.40) (123.40)
-25.23
25.23
(40.04) (40.04)
-49.67
49.67
(49.95) (49.95)
21.5
-21.5
(23.15) (23.15)

Table 5: From 3000 simulated hands, average profit due to luck and skill in head-to-head
match-ups, with switching blinds, between ”Zelda” strategy and four new player strategies.

Big Blind

Small Blind

Zelda
GoodLoose
Zelda
BadLoose
Zelda
GoodTight
Zelda
BadTight

GoodLoose
Zelda
BadLoose
Zelda
GoodTight
Zelda
BadTight
Zelda

Skill &
BB
0.045
-0.126
0.170
-0.100
0.179
0.045
0.232
0.094

Luck ρ
SB
0.045
-0.126
0.170
-0.100
0.179
0.045
0.232
0.094

Skill/Luck Ratio
BB
SB
23.988 23.747
-18.735 -19.906
-34.338 -35.426
-4.771
-4.784
0.146
0.121
-28.628 -29.271
-28.092 -36.545
-31.865 -21.241

Table 6: From Table 5 results, corresponding correlation between luck and skill as well as
skill to luck ratio of average profits.
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Discussion of Simulation Results

Aside from two match ups, GoodLoose (BB) vs. GoodTight (SB) and BadLoose (BB)
vs. BadTight (SB), the simulation results for the new players show a large ratio between
skill profit and luck profit. This provides evidence that our definitions are capturing the skill
and luck of the players. For perfect definitions, the mean of luck profit should go to zero
10

as the number of hands increases. The table shows almost a tie between the two players in
the match-ups of GoodLoose vs GoodTight and BadLoose vs BadTight, which may explain
the large skill luck ratio. Furthermore, we see that the standard error of the skill profit is
less than that of the chip change, suggesting an improvement of measuring skill compared
to only using the chip count. One of the issues with the current definition of skill is that
it seems the skill profit is highly dependent on the opponent’s strategy and the positions,
which makes the definition somewhat inconsistent.
Additionally, the magnitude of the correlation between luck and skill ρ is less than 0.1 in
the majority of the match-ups. Furthermore, in those few cases when the correlation is large,
the ratio of skill to luck is very high, indicating that the luck has almost entirely cancelled
out anyway. This result indicates that the relationship between luck and skill suggested in
[17] is not as significant an issue as previously assumed.
We next investigate three specific match-ups: GoodLoose vs. GoodTight, GoodLoose vs.
BadTight, and GoodTight vs. BadTight. The first match-up helps illustrate our definitions
in action, whereas the latter two seem to give counterintuitive results.
GoodLoose vs GoodTight:
The main contrast between playing styles among Poker players is how loose or tight
(conservative) one plays. Of course, in reality, players play somewhere near the middle of
this spectrum, and often switch up their strategies. In this paper, we will assume the players
always play tight or loose and investigate how they do against each other. Details about the
players’ strategies can be found in the Appendix. In a nutshell, compared to GoodTight,
GoodLoose will bet slightly more (or call) when it has a hand or draw. GoodLoose will
also have a higher chance of calling when it does not have a hand. GoodTight does not bet
(when there is no bet to call) or raise if it does not have a hand, whereas GoodLoose will
sometimes. We will start with investigating GoodTight vs GoodLoose since, as seen earlier,
this match up gave a higher skill to luck ratio. Since the table only has the means of the
resulting hands, we further break down the results to individual hands.
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Figure 1: Individual hands breakdown of GoodLoose vs GoodTight (1500 hands each
match up).
As seen from the histograms in Figure 1, the player in the small blind seem to win most
of the small pots (winner claims big blind amount) but GoodLoose wins more of the all-in
pots regardless of position. The luck profit seems to be pretty symmetric.
However, if we take a look at all the non all-in pots, we see that the player in the big
blind actually wins more, as seen below in Table 7.
Small Blind
GoodLoose
1183 hands
GoodTight
1193 hands

SB Luck BB Luck
Mean -8.78
9.14
(SE) (21.06)
(21.06)
Mean -30.68
31.03
(SE) (18.31)
(18.31)

SB Skill
-182.16
(38.25)
-158.09
(37.14)

BB Skill SB Chip
181.81
-190.95
(38.25)
(39.11)
157.74
-188.77
(37.14)
(36.98)

BB Chip
190.95
(39.11)
188.77
(36.98)

Table 7: Skill and Luck Equity for GoodLoose vs GoodTight in hands where the pot is less
than 10000.
When GoodLoose is in the big blinds and neither player has a good hand, there is a
chance that GoodLoose bets without a hand (bluffs), inducing GoodTight to fold and thus
winning the pot. Table 8 provides a detailed breakdown of how the hands play out.
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SB folds after BB raises during PreFlop
BB folds after SB raises during PreFlop
BB folds during Flop
SB folds during Flop
BB folds during River
SB folds during River
BB folds during Turn
SB folds during Turn
Showdown

GoodLoose(SB) GoodTight(SB)
0.026
0.018
0.017
0.014
0.303
0.133
0.189
0.300
0.079
0.022
0.019
0.088
0.019
0.015
0.019
0.033
0.327
0.376

Table 8: Percentage of how games end among non all-in pots. The first column is when
GoodLoose is in the Small Blind (1183 hands), and the second is when GoodTight is in the
Small Blind (1193 hands).
On the other hand, when GoodLoose is in the small blinds, it is likely to call with a bad
hand after GoodTight raised with a good hand, resulting in GoodTight winning more on
average in the big blind position.
GoodLoose vs BadTight:
The BadLoose and BadTight players are not necessarily “bad”, but just play more extreme on the spectrum of loose vs tight. Essentially, BadLoose will call any bet and will
always bet if the amount to call is zero. BadTight on the other hand will only raise all in if
it has a really good hand and fold or check otherwise. It seems GoodLoose vs BadTight and
GoodTight vs BadTight are scenarios where the “bad” or more extreme play styles beat the
“good” player. I will first investigate GoodLoose vs BadTight.
There are only 3 resulting scenarios from this match up: (i) a player wins 100 (BB
amount), (ii) The player in the BB (BadTight) wins the all-in pot, (iii) a tie. The positive
skill profit (and chip profit) in the results table is mainly due to (ii). This is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Individual hands breakdown of GoodLoose vs BadTight (1500 hands each match
up).
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If we remove the all-in pots, it shows GoodLoose as the better player.
Small Blind
GoodLoose
1463 hands

SB Luck BB Luck SB Skill
Mean 1.22
-0.65
75.54
(SE) (1.33)
(1.32)
(1.32)

BB Skill SB Chip BB Chip
-76.11
76.76
-76.76
(1.32)
(1.16)
(1.16)

Table 9: Skill and Luck Equity for GoodLoose vs BadTight after removing all in pots.

GoodTight vs BadTight:
The outcome here is almost the same as the previous (GoodLoose vs BadTight), except
the small blind (GoodTight) also wins all-in pots but much less than the big blind. This is
illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Individual hands breakdown of GoodTight vs BadTight (1500 hands each match
up).
Table 10 shows that if we remove the all-in pots, it shows GoodTight as the better player.
Small Blind
SB Luck
GoodTight Mean 17.09
1462 hands (SE) (7.68)

BB Luck SB Skill
-16.45
27.64
(7.68)
(7.65)

BB Skill SB Chip BB Chip
-28.28
44.73
-44.73
(7.65)
(1.62)
(1.62)

Table 10: Skill and Luck Equity for GoodTight vs BadTight after removing all in pots.

Zelda vs New Players:
We play our new players against Zelda, a player from the Hold’em package. Zelda’s
strategy definition can be found in the Appendix. The match ups here are interesting, as
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they all end up in a similar scenarios as for when BadTight played the other new players, as
seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Individual hands breakdown of new players vs Zelda (1500 hands each match up).
In the case of Zelda vs BadLoose, other than some all-in pots, Zelda seems to never lose.
These results are also due to Zelda having a high rate of directly folding during pre-flop from
the small blind position. This is shown in Table 11.
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Match Up (SB vs. BB) Fold Rate
Zelda vs GoodLoose
0.843
Zelda vs BadLoose
0.853
Zelda vs GoodTight
0.866
Zelda vs BadTight
0.853
Table 11: Rate of directly folding from the small blind position pre-flop.
As an aside, we note that in our simulations, Zelda generally performs poorly at poker
in the sense of losing many chips on average, even when playing against our new players
who were designed solely to illustrate different behaviours. This illustrates the difficulty in
designing simple poker-playing strategies like Zelda to be able to win at the subtle game of
poker.
Tommy vs New Players:
Tommy is another player from the Hold’em package we used. Tommy’s strategy is much
more simple than Zelda’s. Tommy goes all in whenever it has a pocket pair. All of the new
players seem to be quite evenly matched with Tommy after 1500 hands, as the skill profit (or
chip change) are lower than the Big Blind amount (100). The only exception is BadLoose,
to where the player in big blind wins more. The individual hands breakdown are shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Individual hands breakdown of new players vs Tommy (1500 hands each match
up).
Table 12 describes the rate at which the small blind folds in the pre-flop stage of the
hand.
Match Up (SB vs. BB) Fold Rate
Tommy vs GoodLoose 0.843
Tommy vs BadLoose
0.948
Tommy vs GoodTight 0.927
Tommy vs BadTight
0.938
Table 12: Rate of directly folding from the small blind position pre-flop.
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Convergence Plots:
For a different perspective, we consider how the mean skill per hand, and the mean luck
per hand, vary as the number of hands increase. For small numbers of hands, these quantities
are highly variable due to the randomness of the simulations. However, for larger numbers
of hands, the mean luck per hand should hopefully converge to zero, while the mean skill
per hand should converge to a true measure of the relative skill levels of the two players.
We illustrate this for all of the matchups involving the BadLoose player. In our plots
below, the x-axis is the number of hands played, and the y-axis is mean luck (red) and skill
(green) gain per hand.

Figure 6: Convergence Plots of BadLoose vs GoodTight (1500 hands each match up).
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Figure 7: Convergence Plots of BadLoose vs GoodLoose (1500 hands each match up).

Figure 8: Convergence Plots of BadLoose vs Tommy (1500 hands each match up).
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Figure 9: Convergence Plots of BadLoose vs Zelda (1500 hands each match up).
These convergence plots illustrate that as the number of hands increases, the average
profit due to luck is indeed converging to something near zero, while the average profit due
to skill is usually converging to some other non-zero value which indicates the skill difference
between the two players. This provides further evidence in favour of the luck and skill
definitions used herein.
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Conclusion

In this investigation, we completed 21 simulations of 3000 hands each (i.e. 1500 hands
in each of the two different table positions), in head-to-head pairings of 6 different player
algorithms. The results of the simulations are relatively consistent. The mean expected
profit due to skill was larger than the mean expected profit due to luck in 26 out of the 28
cases, and the former was more than 5 times the latter in 19 out of the 28 cases.
Additionally, the correlation between luck and skill had absolute value less than 0.25 in
20 of the 28 cases, indicating that in general there was relatively little correlation between
luck and skill.
When developing these definitions of luck and skill, we identified three key criteria by
Borm and Van der Genugten [9] for discerning between the two, as well as three possible
concerns with the definition from [17]. We will now address these topics in light of the
simulation results.
The three discerning criteria:
The skill of a player should be measured as his average result in the long run. While
by definition expected profit satisfies this condition, we are also able to note that these
results are generally consistent with respect to table positions; in 13 out of the 15 player
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combinations, the same player would have a positive skill profit as both big blind and small
blind.
It is necessary that expected results vary among players. According to the simulation
results, the BadTight player was able to beat the three other new players as well as Tommy
and Zelda (the latter only as big blind), while the BadLoose player lost every matchup
against the five other algorithms. Furthermore, average expected profits due to skill ranged
from as low as 2.71 (GoodTight versus Zelda) to over 2000 (GoodLoose versus BadLoose
and GoodTight versus BadLoose), indicating a wide variety results between the players.
The chance elements involved should not prohibit differences to be substantial. Indeed, as
previously mentioned, the expected profits due to luck are almost always beaten or dominated
by expected profits due to skill. Given that the skill to luck ratios reach as high as 50 to
nearly 80, it is evident that luck does not substantially affect the magnitude of results due
to skill.
The three possible concerns with the definitions:
Situations can occur where a terrible player may gain expected profit during betting rounds
against a better player. While this is still a reasonable concern, there is insufficient evidence
to suggest that these situations occur often enough to skew the results. The surprising
success of the BadTight player algorithm against the GoodTight algorithm may support
this claim, however that may be an artifact how their algorithms interact rather than a
systematic issue with the definition.
Luck and skill can be correlated in practice. As noted above, the vast majority of the
correlations are weak or non-existent in size. Indeed, the correlation is even negative in 9 of
the 28 matchups, and among matches with correlation |ρ| > 0.25 the proportion of negative
correlations rises to 3 out of 8 (and also the amount of luck is usually very small in those
cases). Furthermore, comparing the ratios of the average skill and the average luck, we find
that 15 of the 28 combinations had luck and skill profits that were in fact opposite in sign.
This appears to be enough evidence to demonstrate that skill and luck are not automatically
correlated.
In simple equity calculations the assumption of no future betting or folding can lead to
significant overestimates or underestimates of the equity gained/lost from winning/losing the
hand. While possible, the simulation results do not indicate any serious problems with the
definition due to this shorthand on average. Whether because such situations are rare or if
they are simply unable to be detected with the current methodology is unclear. Extending
the simulations to account for future betting rounds may illuminate this issue.
Summary:
In this investigation, we have evaluated the validity of using expected profits due to
dealing and betting actions as measures of luck and skill, respectively. In conclusion, we find
that the definitions of luck and skill for Texas Hold’em poker in terms of changes in equity
due to card dealing versus bet decisions as in [17] are supported by our simulation study and
thus appear to be valid and useful definitions.
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We believe that these results have implications beyond mere poker games. In many
games, and in many real-life situations, it may be possible to define some notion of “equity”
in terms of the conditional expected value of an outcome given the current circumstances. In
terms of that definition, intentional actions which affect the equity correspond to skill, while
equity changes due to uncontrollable external factors correspond to luck. In that respect, the
poker simulation studies considered herein can be seen to provide some early initial guidance
about how to distinguish luck from skill in many different aspects of modern society.
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Appendix – Definitions of Strategies
GoodTight Player (New Strategy)
Pre-flop: If an AA, AK, KK is drawn, TightPlayer will raise to 4bb, or call anything
above 4bb. If QQ, JJ, suited AJ, AQ, KQ, KJ, QJ are drawn, TightPlayer will raise to 3bb,
call anything up to 4bb, and fold whenever the amount to call is more than 4bb. For AJ,
AQ, KQ, KJ, QJ, 55-TT, TightPlayer will raise to 2bb, call anything up to 3bb, and fold if
amount to call is more than 3bb. Any other case, if the amount to call is less than or equal
3bb, TightPlayer will call with probability bluff = 0.1 (this value can be set by the user).
Post-flop: When TightPlayer has a pair, he will bet half pot or call up to pot size bets,
and fold everything else. For 2 pairs, TightPlayer will bet pot size or call up to 3*pot size
bets, and fold everything else. For trips, TightPlayer will bet pot size or call up to 5*pot
size bets, and fold everything else. For a made straight or flush, TightPlayer will bet pot
size or call up to 5*pot size bets, and fold everything else. For a straight draw (assuming
4 outs only or a 17% or making the straight after the turn and river), TightPlayer will
call if amount to call is less than or equal to 17% times the pot + amount to call; for a
flush draw (assuming 9 outs) this percentage is 35%. For a full house, four of a kind, or
straightflush, TightPlayer will bet pot size and call to everything. For everything else, if the
amount to call is less than or equal to the pot size, TightPlayer will call with probability bluff.
Turn: When TightPlayer has a pair, he will call up to pot size bets, and fold everything
else. For 2 pairs, TightPlayer will bet pot size or call up to 3*pot size bets, and fold everything else. For trips, TightPlayer will bet pot size or call up to 5*pot size bets, and fold
everything else. For a made straight or flush, TightPlayer will bet pot size or call up to 5*pot
size bets, and fold everything else. For a straight draw, TightPlayer will call if amount to
call is less than or equal to 9% times the pot + amount to call; for a flush draw (assuming 9
outs) this percentage is 20%. For a full house, four of a kind, or straightflush, TightPlayer
will bet pot size and call to everything. For everything else, if the amount to call is less than
or equal to the pot size, TightPlayer will call with probability bluff.
River: When TightPlayer has a pair, he will call up to half pot size bets, and fold
everything else. For 2 pairs, TightPlayer will bet pot size or call up to 2*pot size bets,
and fold everything else. For trips, TightPlayer will bet pot size or call up to 3*pot size
bets, and fold everything else. For a made straight, TightPlayer will bet pot size or call
up to 4*pot size bets, and fold everything else. For a flush, TightPlayer will bet pot size
or call up to 5*pot size bets, and fold everything else. For a full house, four of a kind,
or straightflush, TightPlayer will bet pot size and call to everything. For everything else, if
there is no betting, TightPlayer will bet half the pot size with bluff % or raise 1.5 the amount
to call with probability bluff.
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GoodLoose Player (New Strategy)
Pre-flop: If an AA, AK, KK is drawn, TightPlayer will raise to 4bb, or call anything
above 4bb. If QQ, JJ, suited AJ, AQ, KQ, KJ, QJ are drawn, TightPlayer will raise to 3bb,
call anything up to 4bb, and fold with (1-bluff =1-0.3) whenever the amount to call is more
than 4bb. For AJ, AQ, KQ, KJ, QJ, 55-TT, TightPlayer will raise to 2bb, call anything up
to 3bb, and fold with (1-bluff ) if amount to call is more than 3bb. Any other case, if the
amount to call is 1bb, TightPlayer will always call. For any less than 3bb, TightPlayer will
call with probability bluff.
Post-flop: When TightPlayer has a pair, he will bet half pot or call up to pot size bets,
and fold everything else with (1-bluff ). For 2 pairs, TightPlayer will bet pot size or call
up to 3*pot size bets, and fold everything else with (1-bluff ). For trips, TightPlayer will
bet pot size or call up to 5*pot size bets, and fold everything else with (1-bluff ). For a
made straight or flush, TightPlayer will bet pot size or call up to 5*pot size bets, and fold
everything else with (1-bluff ). For a straight draw (assuming 4 outs), TightPlayer will call
if amount to call is less than or equal to 17% times the pot + amount to call and fold with
(1-bluff ); for a flush draw (assuming 9 outs) this percentage is 35% and fold with (1-bluff ).
For a full house, four of a kind, or straightflush, TightPlayer will bet pot size and call to
everything. For everything else, if the amount to call is less than or equal to 2 times the pot
size, TightPlayer will call with probability bluff.
Turn: When TightPlayer has a pair, he will call up to pot size bets, and fold everything
else with (1-bluff ). For 2 pairs, TightPlayer will bet pot size or call up to 3*pot size bets,
and fold everything else with (1-bluff ). For trips, TightPlayer will bet pot size or call up
to 5*pot size bets, and fold everything else with (1-bluff ). For a made straight or flush,
TightPlayer will bet pot size or call up to 5*pot size bets, and fold everything else with
(1-bluff ). For a straight draw, TightPlayer will call if amount to call is less than or equal
to 9% times the pot + amount to call; for a flush draw (assuming 9 outs) this percentage is
20% and fold with (1-bluff ). For a full house, four of a kind, or straightflush, TightPlayer
will bet pot size and call to everything. For everything else, if the amount to call is less
than or equal to the pot size, TightPlayer will call with probability 0.5*bluff and reraise to
2 times the amount to call with probability 0.5*bluff.
River: Here, whenever TightPlayer decides to fold, he will actually call with probability
0.5*bluff and reraise to 2 times the amount to call with probability 0.5*bluff. When TightPlayer has a pair, he will call up to half pot size bets, and fold everything else. For 2 pairs,
TightPlayer will bet pot size or call up to 2*pot size bets, and fold everything else. For
trips, TightPlayer will bet pot size or call up to 3*pot size bets, and fold everything else.
For a made straight, TightPlayer will bet pot size or call up to 4*pot size bets, and fold
everything else. For a flush, TightPlayer will bet pot size or call up to 5*pot size bets, and
fold everything else. For a full house, four of a kind, or straightflush, TightPlayer will bet
pot size and call to everything. For everything else, if there is no betting, TightPlayer will
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bet the pot size with bluff %. If there is betting, TightPlayer will call with 0.5*bluff % or
raise 2 times the amount to call with probability 0.5*bluff.
Note the new players’ strategies does not consider positions.

BadTight Player (New Strategy)
BadTight will go all in preflop only if he gets AA, AK, or KK. Otherwise he will limp
in only if amount to call is less than the big blinds. In the three rounds post flop, Badtight
will fold or check unless he has made a straight, flush, full house, or quads, in which case he
will go all in.

BadLoose Player (New Strategy)
BadLoose will call every bet.

Zelda (Strategy in holdem package)
Pre-flop: AK: Make a big raise if nobody has yet. Otherwise call. AQ: call a small raise,
or make one if nobody has yet. AJ, AT, KQ, KJ, QJ: call a tiny raise. A9, KT, K9, QT,
JT, T9: call a tiny raise if in late position (within 2 of the dealer). Suited A2-AJ: call a
small raise. 22-99: call a small raise. TT-KK: make a huge raise. If someone’s raised huge
already, then go all in. AA: make a small raise. If there’s been a raise already, then double
how much it is to you.
Post-flop: If there’s a pair on the board and you don’t have a set, then check/call up to
small bet. Same thing if there’s 3-of-a-kind on the board and you don’t have a full house
or more. If you have top pair or an overpair or two pairs or a set, make a big bet (call any
bigger bet). Otherwise, if nobody’s made even a small bet yet, then with prob. 20% make
a big bluff bet. If you’re the last to decide and nobody’s bet yet, then increase this prob.
to 50%. If you have an inside straight draw or flush draw then make a small bet (call any
bigger bet). If you have a straight or better, then just call. Otherwise fold.
Turn: If there’s a pair on the board and you don’t have a set, then check/call up to small
bet. Same thing if there’s 3-of-a-kind on the board and you don’t have a full house or more.
Otherwise, if you have top pair or better, go all in. If you had top pair or over pair but now
don’t, then check/call a medium bet but fold to more. If you have an inside straight draw
or flush draw then check/call a medium bet as well. Otherwise check/fold.
River: If there’s a pair on the board and you don’t have a set, then check/call up to small
bet. Same thing if there’s 3-of-a-kind on the board and you don’t have a full house or more.
Otherwise, if you have two pairs or better, go all in. If you have one pair, then check/call a
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small bet. With nothing, go all-in with probability 10%; otherwise check/fold.

Tommy (Strategy in holdem package)
Goes all in with any pocket pair.
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